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The objective of this research was to understand 
how financial advisory firms are approaching 
pricing and how pricing relates to a firm’s value 
proposition and services offered. 

The research was completed from February 2018 to March 2018 through an 
online survey with 321 independent advisory firms. All survey respondents 
have been in business for at least one year, generate a minimum of 
$150,000 in annual gross revenue and serve individuals or households as 
primary clients.

About the White Paper

Questions Addressed by This White Paper

• What benefits can an advisory firm achieve with a change in 
pricing strategy?

• What strategies are being utilized by advisory firms with 
respect to pricing?

• What are the key elements in crafting a pricing model?

• How can an advisor determine if their pricing structure is 
aligned with the value they are delivering to their clients?

• How can an advisor effectively implement a pricing change 
while minimizing the impact to their clients?

1 FA Insight defines the Standout firms as the top 25% of firms across each development stage, based on the 
last operating profit margin in the last calendar year and revenue growth rates over the last two calendar years. 

Pricing to Reflect Your Value provides education to firms on pricing their 
value to support firm growth and profitability. The white paper explores 
notable pricing trends across the industry as well as popular strategies 
employed by the industry’s top-performing Standout1 firms. Directional 
support is supplied on how to assess your own pricing model and align the 
services offered with the right pricing structure.
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How will your firm grow and increase profitability this year? In future years? As 
firms progress through their strategic planning process, it is typical to see growth 
objectives emerge around traditional business development strategies—the most 
cited being a desire to increase referrals. Often overlooked, or deprioritized due to 
perceived sensitivities among clients, is the opportunity to re-evaluate pricing. 

Executive Summary 

Benefits of an Effective Pricing Model

Greater control over 
firm profitability 

Ability to more 
confidently  

navigate difficult 
market conditions

Higher firm  
revenue

Stronger firm 
valuation

Ease of 
communication  

with clients around 
the value delivered 

An effective pricing strategy can help to mitigate the risk of a pure asset-based model during market downturns, ensure 
you are appropriately compensated for services rendered, facilitate profitable revenue growth and clearly communicate 
the value you are delivering.

Pricing Trends—No News Here 

Despite the obvious benefits to actively monitoring the effectiveness of pricing and making adjustments as a firm 
increases value delivered, there is little change in how firms are pricing their services or deriving revenue from fee types. 
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As shown in Figure 1, the AUM-linked fee predominates among the various fee revenue sources, responsible for around 
90% of fee revenue in recent years. In 2018, remaining revenue sources were split equally between commissions and 
other fee types including retainer-based fees. “Retainer or Other Fees” includes a range of fee types such as account 
setup or account transfer fees, tax preparation fees, loan fees or bill-paying fees.

Keeping Pricing Aligned with Value Delivered

A pricing adjustment is certainly not a frequent event for an advisory firm. However, for many firms, there is opportunity 
to further align pricing with the current set of services offered to clients. Just as a firm’s service offering evolves over 
time with growth, the pricing strategy should also evolve in step. 

Figure 1
Average Revenue by Source, 2015–2018

98% 80%
98% of clients are charged an AUM fee 
exclusively. 80% of firms report that AUM 
fees include services provided outside of 
investment management

Underlying firm economics will change as head count is added, new services are offered, new technology is deployed or 
new processes are implemented. As your operating costs increase over time, so will the cost to serve clients. Similarly, you 
want to be sure that your firm is adequately compensated for all services provided to clients. In 2018, our research found 
that while 98% of clients were charged asset-based fees, 80% of the firms serving them indicated that their AUM-based fee 
included services outside of investment management. 

Asset management fees

Retainer or other fees

Commissions

4.9%
4.9%

90.4%

2018

5.9%
6.5%

87.6%

2016

3.4%
7.1%

89.5%

2015

5.9%
5.3%

88.9%

2017
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A pure asset-based pricing model may challenge firm profitability over time.  Active management of your pricing strategy 
will help to ensure you are rewarded for your value and are better able to achieve your desired profit margin. 

The Arguments Against a Change in Pricing Strategy

Anecdotally, advisors raise three primary arguments against a pricing change. The first is related to clients reacting 
negatively to the change and potentially taking their business elsewhere. While some advisors may be reluctant to 
implement a pricing strategy change citing a risk to client retention rates, there is actually no evidence to support 
this view. 

Firms that increased pricing within the previous two years show little to no difference in client retention rates than those 
firms that did not increase their pricing. In fact, firms that increased fees experienced stronger client growth than those 
choosing to maintain their strategy, indicating that the new pricing strategy was no barrier to attracting new clients.

The second argument cited by advisors with regard to why a pricing strategy change is not advisable is that it may 
generate difficult conversations and challenge an advisor to articulate the true value of all that they provide as a client’s 
financial advisor. Why complicate it? It is far easier to explain a 1% of total assets fee than to present and gain buy-in on 
a multifaceted pricing schedule. The risk in continuing solely with an asset-based pricing model is that you may devalue 
all of the other work performed on the client’s behalf, such as financial planning or special client project work. 

Finally, historically advisors have cited the fact that investment management fees are tax deductible and therefore a 
preferred method of pricing. However, with the implementation of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2018, this deductible is 
no longer available to investors. 

Is Pricing Power Eroding? 

The FA Insight Growth by Design study tracks pricing trends to identify opportunities for firms to enhance their pricing 
strategies. Currently, a range of factors are combining to create uncertainty with respect to the level of pricing power 
among advisory firms. 

For many years, pricing levels across portfolio sizes have shown little movement. However, in 2018, the median revenue 
collected on assets was at 81 bps. This was up from 71 bps in 2017. This increase could be the result of strong market 
performance in late 2017 combined with record new client growth. 

A deeper examination of the relationships among revenue, assets managed and stated AUM fee schedules suggests 
pricing power may be showing signs of weakness. When we compare the typical fee schedule with overall revenue 
generated from assets, it suggests significant discounting is taking place. The specific reasons why are not clear; 
however, it is an important comparison to monitor going forward.

8.6%7.8% 7.8% client growth for firms with static 
pricing vs. 8.6% client growth for firms 
that implemented new pricing

vs.
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Pricing is an often debated topic among financial advisory firm owners, the media 
and industry consultants. Despite the attention pricing receives, we have yet to see 
significant changes regarding how advisory firms are compensated for their services. 
Median fees continue to hold steady, almost all clients are charged on an assets 
under management structure and firms remain reluctant to implement strategies 
that can help mitigate risk to revenue generation during challenging security market 
conditions. Whether your firm chooses to maintain the status quo or move toward 
change, a combination of factors will continue to influence pricing strategy in the 
years to come and should be on your radar.

Pure Asset-Based Pricing Continues to Dominate 

In 2018, firms reported that an overwhelming 98% of clients are charged under a pure asset-based pricing model with 
firms compensated directly for the levels of assets they manage. Of those firms, 80% indicated that their AUM-based 
fee includes services other than investment management. The practice of bundling services under an asset-based fee 
has increased from 71% of firms in 2014.

Pricing Trends to Watch 

80% 80% of firms indicated that their AUM-based fee 
includes services other than investment management, 
up from 71% in 2014

The challenge with this strategy is that it can make it difficult for a firm to differentiate their offering in the marketplace 
and accurately convey the true value of services delivered. Perhaps of greater concern, this bundled approach can 
challenge operating profit margins as the cost to serve increases with the addition of new services and team expansion. 
Despite the potential disconnect between service models and pricing, the heavy reliance on asset-based fees has 
persisted for several years and will likely continue to dominate for many more. 
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Pricing Levels Show Limited Movement

Perhaps of greatest interest to firm owners is how the asset-based pricing model translates into what the typical firm is 
charging clients across various relationship sizes. Overall, fee levels have shown almost no movement across portfolios 
since 2012.

Figure 2
Median Fee as a Percentage of AUM, 2012 vs. 2018

Firms have long been inactive when it comes to managing pricing levels for portfolios with less than $1 million in assets. 
Median pricing for portfolios of this size has remained constant since 2009 at 1%. For relationships of this size, firms may 
be confident in their ability to serve these clients efficiently and profitably at current fee levels. Alternatively, where 
firms are not reviewing their pricing regularly, this lack of attention to pricing may represent a clear-cut opportunity for 
improving profitability. 

The results in Figure 2 provide valuable benchmarks for firms as they review their own pricing levels. However, no two 
firms are the same, and drawing direct comparisons with respect to pricing levels has limitations. For example, the 
median number of services reported by the typical firm in 2019 was 19. Both the number and depth of services delivered 
by firms can vary dramatically, which challenges direct comparisons with respect to price.
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Discounting Is Prevalent
In the 2018 FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design, the 
typical firm reported a median AUM per client of $974,261, with about 
80% of client portfolios less than $2,000,000. This implies, assuming 
charging is strictly according to fee schedules, that firms should be 
generating somewhere between 90 and 100 basis points in revenue 
across all clients. At 81 basis points in 2018, actual revenue collected 
relative to AUM is likely 15% to 20% less based on median revenue per 
dollar of AUM. 

This discounting may be a result of occasional but mounting one-off 
exceptions made for clients in special circumstances. Over time, these 
exceptions take on scale and amount to a significant price drop that firms 
may not have accounted for in setting financial goals.

Fees Expected to Hold Constant
The extent to which firms have made upward pricing adjustments is also 
worthy of attention. In 2018, just 22% of firms implemented a pricing 
increase during the previous two-year period. This number almost halved 
since we asked the question in 2014. 

Just a small minority of firms, 11%, are expecting to raise their fees over 
the coming two years. In 2018, a vast majority of firms (84%) have signaled 
no expected change to their pricing levels over the coming two years. 

These results suggest one of two things. Firstly, firms are comfortable 
that their current pricing model is appropriate and will return adequate 
profitability to firm owners. Secondly, perhaps firms feel less confident 
that clients will accept an increase in fees during this period. In 2018, 
one in six firm owners cited pricing pressures among the top factors that 
will most challenge their firm’s future growth. According to a recent  
TD Ameritrade consumer survey, 22% of clients indicated that pricing was 
an area where they would most like their advisor to make improvements. 

These early signals may suggest growing pressure on pricing, but it is too 
soon to confirm. In the interim, firms need to assess the reason for any 
movement in their median fees and consider the merits of any discounting 
that is taking place. 

Perhaps most important, a review of a firm’s gross and operating profit 
margins over recent years can help to determine if a pricing strategy review 
would be valuable. Guidance on managing margins is provided ahead. 

84%

22%

Price Increase Within 
the Last Two Years

• In 2018, 84% of firms expect 
to hold fees constant

• In 2018, 22% of firms had 
increased fees in the last 
two years

1 6
firm owners cited pricing 

pressures among the top factors 
that will most challenge their 

firm’s future growth

in
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Managing the Margins 

A look back at the financial performance of the typical advisory firm reveals that costs are well contained and profit 
margins are holding mostly steady (Figure 3). Direct expenses (largely consisting of compensation for revenue-
generating positions) as a share of revenue have hovered around 36% in recent years, about five percentage points 
less than their peak in 2009. As a result, gross profit margins have remained stable as well. Client mix, product mix, 
advisor productivity and pricing levels all combine to influence gross margin. Gross margin best highlights a firm’s 
pricing practices and the extent to which professionals are generating revenue efficiently. 

In 2019, operating expense margin (which includes items such as compensation and benefits for non-revenue positions, 
rent, technology and marketing-related costs) as a share of revenue reported in at 37%, a level typical of recent years. 
As a result of no material shifts in either direct or overhead expenses, we are yet to see a trend toward tighter profit 
margins. In fact, operating profit, at 20.9% in 2019, increased a bit over the previous year. Except for 2009, the lowest 
point of the security markets, margins for the typical advisory firm have withstood competitive pressure.

Figure 3
Advisory Firm Margins Remain Steady

According to these results, the market conditions in recent years are not driving costs up or forcing prices down. For the 
majority of firms, expenses are under control and profit margins are reasonable. While this may suggest healthy firm 
economics, strong securities markets may be masking weak pricing practices. With the use of minimum fees decreasing 
and the increase in the bundling of services within asset-based fees, a significant market correction might leave many 
firms feeling like it is 2009 all over again. 

Minimum Fees Present an Opportunity Across Firm Stages

The benefits of implementing a minimum fee are most apparent during challenging market environments as it ensures 
that an advisory firm continues to be adequately compensated for services rendered and can help protect overall 
profitability. While markets are buoyant, discipline in implementing minimum fees can easily slip, even among the 
industry’s largest and strongest-performing firms. Since 2014, the number of firms implementing minimum fees dropped 
from 51% to 45%. 

Median 2009 2015 2016 2017 2018

Direct Expense Margin 41.8% 37.4% 35.3% 36.9% 36.5%

Gross Margin 59.9% 62.6% 64.7% 63.1% 63.8%

Operating Expense 
Margin

41.1% 37.8% 35.7% 37.6% 37.0%

Operating Profit Margin 11.3% 19.6% 24.4% 19.7% 20.9%
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The industry’s smallest firms, the Operators (those with $100K–$500K in annual revenue generation), are least likely 
to make use of minimum fees. This may be understandable during a start-up phase when owners feel pressure to build a 
revenue stream and may worry less about client profitability. Owners need to be mindful that this approach creates the 
legacy clients of the future. 

Approximately 48% of Pacesetter firms (those generating $8+ million in revenue) were implementing a minimum fee 
as of 2018. While these firms may demonstrate greater pricing discipline, the opportunity to do more to protect firm 
profitability is clear. 

Figure 4
Percentage of Firms That Charge Minimum and Median Fees, by Stage

Minimum fee levels generally increase with scale. In 2018, the Innovators and Pacesetters led minimum fee levels with a 
median minimum fee of $5,000. The ability to charge more as a firm builds scale is often a result of confidence in the 
ability to deliver superior value and a growing presence and profile in the market. Larger firms are also serving larger 
clients. In 2018, the median client size for a Pacesetter firm was $1.54 million in assets—over three times the size of the 
typical client for an Operator firm. 
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Market Disruption and External Forces

Strong client growth rates and retention levels among independent advisory firms are evident despite the many 
alternative discounted advice options that have surfaced in recent years. 

The first generation of robo advice entered the market in 2010, and by mid-2019, robo advice providers managed 
an estimated $440 billion in aggregate AUM worldwide.2 Since the onslaught of robo offerings, their impact on 
RIA pricing has been of interest. 

Advisors that are delivering low-complexity advice to smaller clients may be most vulnerable to the threat of 
discounted robo services. These “substitute" products are continuing to evolve, with recent generations 
advancing in artificial intelligence and human-like sensing. For larger firms, managing more complex advisory 
relationships that require deeper expertise and greater relationship management, robo advice competition 
may seem less formidable. 

We have yet to see evidence in advisory firm growth rates, client retention levels and market share. 

Will the availability of online, discounted, limited investment advice ultimately challenge the intrinsic value of 
and demand for comprehensive financial advice? Now more than ever, a firm’s ability to distinguish their offering 
and effectively demonstrate their unique value will be vital as lower-cost competition continues to emerge. 
Advisors should develop their pricing strategy to reflect the value they are providing and be ready to discuss 
how their offer differs from online discount or do-it-yourself alternatives. For example, the ability to: 

• Manage a client’s broader, more complex financial needs 

• Provide financial education and facilitate decision-making in the areas of advice most important to the client 

• Excel in personalized client service delivery, care and accessibility 

• Provide broader and more sophisticated investment options

Articulating and consistently delivering value will bolster a firm’s ability to compete as these substitute 
offerings become more sophisticated and grow market share. 

Protecting Profitability Through Diverse Market Conditions

A firm’s pricing structure can go a long way in protecting revenue and profit under difficult market conditions. In short, 
the pricing practices implemented in more favorable markets will either bolster or destabilize margins during tougher 
times. With this in mind, firm leadership must assess their levels of pricing power to gauge when it might be the right 
time to adjust pricing levels. 

While the results indicate that the economics of advice delivery are typically strong, unfortunately not all firms 
demonstrate effective expense management or a strong operating profit. Where firms are challenged to manage their 
gross and operating profit margins, a pricing strategy review may need to be prioritized. 

2 Source: The Rise of Digital Advice, Backend Benchmarking, September 2019.
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There is no way of knowing how legislation or other external factors will impact 
the pricing of advice, but there are interesting client-related developments that are 
notable. In this section, we look ahead to consider how the consumers of advice might 
have an even greater influence on how the industry prices value.

Serving the Next Generation of Investors

In 2018, the FA Insight Growth by Design study highlighted interesting findings related to client demographics. A reported 
21% of firms are serving a client base that is trending older, managing a larger proportion of clients in the decumulation 
phase. A significant 28% of firms are trending younger, seeking to serve more clients under age 55 to replace the assets of 
aging clients.

Firms pursuing Millennial and Gen X clients are adding clients at double the rate of other firms. Revenue and AUM 
growth rates of these businesses are also outpacing firms with an older client base. The obvious challenge, however, 
is generating an adequate profit margin from working with younger clients. The typical profit margin of firms serving 
a client base predominantly under age 55 is 14%, just two-thirds of firms serving a client base that is predominately 
over 55. 

The Factors Likely to Influence 
Future Pricing 

Firms with younger clients are adding 
clients at double the rate of other firms

However, profitability remains a challenge at 
only 2/3 that of firms serving older clients

2x 2/3
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Gen X and Millennial clients present additional challenges to the traditional pricing of advice. According to a recent 
survey conducted by TD Ameritrade, the “2018 Millennials and Money Survey,” the typical Millennial will start saving for 
retirement at age 36 and expect to retire at age 56. Seven in 10 Millennials consider themselves to be “savers” as 
opposed to “spenders.” When asked what they are saving for, at the top of the list was a vacation, followed by an 
emergency fund for bills and for a home or auto repairs. 

Asset levels will naturally be lower for a younger client compared with a more traditional pre-retiree or retiree client, 
challenging profitability under a pure asset-based pricing model. The advice needs of these clients will vary significantly 
as well, encompassing areas such as cash flow management, saving for a home, debt management and insurance needs, 
all of which are a poor fit for an asset-based pricing model. 

Familiarity with investing and how it works varies among gender lines. Half (49%) of male Millennials rate their investing 
knowledge as “very high.” This compares with only two in 10 female Millennials who rate themselves similarly. 
Preferences for accessing investment management advice will also differ across generations. As digital natives, younger 
clients will seek more efficient, technology-savvy means of accessing and consuming investment management services.

The question is, will the nature of the advice relationship with younger clients be different from the advice relationship 
with older clients? Will younger clients do more of it themselves, spend their savings in different ways and make greater 
use of technology to manage their money? Will they require more episodic advice, accessing an advisor only when they 
believe they need assistance? 

As firms work with different generations of clients with different priorities, asset-based pricing might be viewed as 
inadequate and, in some cases, undesirable. It is possible that these clients will seek a shorter or lower commitment 
relationship with their advisor, with one-off, as-needed or subscriptions fees becoming better suited. 

Consumer awareness is increasing. As is the case with all industries, the advice industry must continue to demonstrate 
the value that is being created for the fees charged. In some cases, ongoing fees may become more and more difficult to 
justify and defend, particularly for smaller clients with simplistic needs or retirees in drawdown mode. This highlights a 
need to bolster the services offered, rigorously reinforce the value delivered to clients and consider alternative pricing 
models that may better reflect your value. 
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Regulations Influencing Pricing

While the Department of Labor fiduciary rule is no more, in June of 2019, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
voted to adopt Regulation Best Interest. In their own words, they “voted to adopt a package of rulemakings and 
interpretations designed to enhance the quality and transparency of retail investors’ relationships with investment 
advisers and broker-dealers, bringing the legal requirements and mandated disclosures in line with reasonable investor 
expectations, while preserving access (in terms of choice and cost) to a variety of investment services and products.”3

There is no way of knowing how future legislation might influence advice fee models. However, it certainly seems 
possible that pricing and fee transparency will continue to be high priorities for regulatory agencies. While the industry 
remains entrenched in asset-based fees, deliberation over the merits of various pricing models will continue. Advisors 
considering modification to their pricing structures must assess them for standards of transparency, fairness and value 
for clients as well as a means to maintain a firm’s target profitability. 

3 Sec.gov.

Lessons from Down Under

In 2018, the Australian government held an extensive Royal Commission into misconduct in the Australian 
banking and financial services industry. The far-reaching enquiry highlighted a range of very unfavorable 
client case studies from some of the country’s most recognized financial institutions, where advisors were 
repeatedly criticized for “fee for no service” conduct. 

The Commission found an industrywide failing to provide customers with services for which they had paid for 
over several years. This included but was not limited to the failure to evidence the delivery of annual reviews. 
In many cases, the result of the findings required that compensation be paid to clients where fees were paid 
and no advice was provided. The extent of the compensation owing will likely destroy smaller entities unable 
to absorb the cost of the compensation. 

Why is this relevant? As advisors consider a change to their pricing models and, in particular, employing a 
fixed-fee or retainer model, they must be cognizant of the regulatory scrutiny around these models—a 
scrutiny that is based on a theme similar to that experienced in the Australian regulatory environment. 
Investment advisors who charge a retainer fee, which is collected in advance of services rendered, have an 
obligation to fully deliver services for which the fee was paid. 

In addition, the firm’s clients must have a clear understanding of precisely what services will be covered by 
the prepaid fee or retainer. Should a client or a regulator decide that not all services were provided, the 
investment advisor could find itself in the position of defending its pricing structure and, without a clear 
defense, could find itself rebating fees presumed to be unearned. 
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For many firms, a pricing structure is determined in the very early days of 
establishing a business and rarely reviewed or adjusted. Invariably, a firm’s business 
model will evolve over time in response to new market opportunities and growing 
client needs. Changes in marketing, service model, advice offer, client mix and client 
experience are factors that may warrant a pricing strategy review and update.

Three Primary Factors Used to Determine Price

When it comes to determining price, advisory firms use three dominant factors: cost-led pricing, value-based pricing and 
market-based pricing as shown in Figure 5. Just 7% of firms use the cost of delivery as a primary factor when determining 
their pricing. A further 32% of firms use competitor pricing as the primary means for pricing services, while 61% of firms 
determine price largely based on the perceived value. As is explored ahead, a cross-section of these methods often yields 
the most reliable foundation for pricing decisions.

Evaluating and Selecting Your 
Approach to Pricing 

Figure 5
Firms Lead with Perceived Value to Determine Price

Use perceived value

Use competitor
pricing

Use cost of delivery

32%

7%

61%
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Does Your Pricing Structure Suit Your Business?

Each firm is unique. Two firms might both consider themselves to be wealth 
managers; however, the combination of services delivered by each firm, the 
depth of the advice delivered and the client experience will likely vary. As  
a result, advisory firms employ a variety of pricing structures to ensure they 
are compensated for their unique brand of services. As you begin to 
evaluate your firm’s current pricing structure, including challenges, consider 
the list of questions below.

Examples of Pricing Structures and Suitability

For some firms, these questions may reveal a need to realign their pricing 
structure to better reflect the firm’s current service offer. The optimal 
pricing structure should account for the various ways in which the firm 
delivers value to clients. For many firms, this may mean utilizing more than 
one of the options outlined in Figure 6 in order to compensate for the range 
of services delivered. The optimal pricing structure should also be easily 
understood by clients to ensure they recognize the value they receive for 
the fees paid. 

Pricing Structure Considerations

• In what areas does your firm deliver advice? How broad is 
your offering with respect to the services delivered?

• Has your advice offer to clients evolved or grown with the 
maturity of your firm? Has your pricing structure changed in 
step with your advice offer?

• When describing your services to clients, what do you 
emphasize? For example, are you primarily communicating 
your investment-related services? Or do you emphasize the 
value of your other advice capabilities (such as tax planning or 
comprehensive financial planning)?

• In which areas of advice do you believe you deliver the 
most value to clients? For example, investments, cash flow 
management or financial planning.

• Are your non-investment services bundled into one asset-based 
fee? If so, from your clients’ perspective, does this structure in 
any way devalue your non-investment-related services?

• Are you considering expanding your offer to add new 
services? If so, how would you charge for the delivery of these 
additional services?
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Figure 6
Example Pricing Structures and Suitability

Pricing Structure Example Considerations for Suitability

Percentage of AUM

Pure Asset-Based 
Pricing 

$200,000–$1.5M AUM:  
100 bps

$1.5M–$3M AUM:  
90 bps

$3M–$5M AUM:  
75 bps

• Reinforces investment management and investment returns as core 
value delivered

• When used in isolation, this model may not reward adequately for 
services beyond investment management

• May be appropriate for: Investment management, asset 
management, wealth management (when combined with other 
pricing structures)

• Compliance consideration: Advisor must disclose whether other 
expenses associated with investing, such as trading costs, are 
included in advisor’s fee

Percentage of 
Total Assets Under 
Advisement 

$3M–$5M AUM:  
90 bps

$5M–$10M AUM:  
75 bps

• May be most appropriate for firms that work with high-net-worth 
clients actively managing a broad range of investments including 
alternative and illiquid assets

• Reinforces the effort necessary to advise on a client’s complete 
investment portfolio

• May be appropriate for: Family office, investment management, 
asset management, wealth management

• Compliance consideration: To charge a fee on illiquid assets, the 
assets must be valued in accordance with the terms of the advisory 
agreement (generally fair market value) and must not be valued  
at cost

Flat or Tiered Advice 
Fee or Advice 
Retainer (Including 
Subscription-Based 
Pricing)

Flat Advice Fee: $5,000 

or

Tiered Advice Fee:

A Clients—$7,500

B Clients—$5,000

C Clients—$3,500

• May be most appropriate for firms that deliver advice beyond 
investment management—e.g., financial planning services or 
advice delivered in areas such as tax planning, estate planning or 
cash flow management

• Can be applied in combination with a percentage of AUM structure

• Utilized to support profitability on non-investment services

• May be appropriate for: Family office, financial planning, wealth 
management or investment management, and asset management 
firms that deliver non-investment advice

• Compliance consideration: Ensure that the advisory agreement and 
firm disclosures clearly describe the services covered by the fee

To further assist in assessing the suitability of a firm’s pricing model, Figure 6 summarizes a range of pricing structures as 
well as considerations for when each structure might be most appropriate. Depending on how you answered the questions 
above, some combination of these example pricing structures may be optimal. 
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Pricing Structure Example Considerations for Suitability

Hourly Rate Lead advisor: $300/hour

Associate advisor: $200/hour

• May be most appropriate for firms that deliver limited or ad hoc 
advice to clients beyond investment management

• Could be used in combination with other pricing models to help 
support profitability

• Advisor time is emphasized as key to the value delivered under an 
hourly rate structure

• Revenue generated under this model is limited by time

• Model may be perceived by client as rewarding inefficiency 

• May be appropriate for: Investment manager that provides limited/
ad hoc advice beyond investments or the delivery of traditional 
accounting services within an advisory firm

• Compliance consideration: If the fee is collected in advance, 
ensure that all services are rendered 

Minimum Fee Flat fee to support the 
achievement of a minimum 
operating profit margin

Example: Minimum fee of $7,000 
applied to all relationships

• Can be used in conjunction with an asset-based pricing model to 
protect firm profitability

• Of particular benefit during a market downturn when portfolios 
decline and firm workload increases or remains the same

• May be appropriate for: All service models

• Compliance consideration: Ensure that all fees are disclosed as 
required 
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Once you have identified the best pricing structure 
for your firm based on your business model and 
services offered to clients, your next step is to 
determine the specific fees you will charge. Where 
should you begin? Before determining your pricing 
schedule, you will want to collect some information 
to ensure you are in line with the market based on the 
services you provide. You will need to obtain a general 
understanding of the going rate in the market, firm 
costs and the value that your firm delivers to clients.

Understand the Competitive Landscape 

In understanding your competitive environment, industry pricing data can 
serve as a useful reference point for assessing your pricing model. However, 
market-based pricing alone will not suffice. For example, in 2018, the typical 
firm routinely offered 19 different services to clients. The most common 
offerings included financial planning, retirement planning, investment 
management, cash flow management and college savings plans. Not only 
will the combination of services offered between firms differ, so too will 
the breadth and depth of each service component. This makes a direct 
comparison of firm pricing a clear challenge and will require further analysis 
of competitor offerings to ensure you are comparing apples to apples.

To avoid regulatory scrutiny, be sure your firm’s fees are considered fair 
and reasonable in light of the services provided. For example, 
Massachusetts considers it fraudulent activity for an investment advisor 
to “charg[e] a client an advisory fee that is unreasonable in light of the 
fees charged by other investment advisers providing essentially the same 
services.”4 While your firm’s service offerings may not exactly align with 
those of your competitors, a regulator is likely to have a different view. 

Reviewing Pricing Principles to 
Determine Fees

Cost

Value Market

Assess Your Pricing Model from 
3 Perspectives

4 Source: Title 950 of the Code of Massachusetts Regulations, Section 12.205(9)(c)10.
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The market for advice is constantly evolving. Irrespective of whom you compete with, firms should always ensure a strong 
understanding of how immediate competitors are positioning and pricing their services. This information should be used to 
inform but not dictate a firm’s pricing model.

The Simplest Approach: Cost-Led Pricing 

Cost-led pricing, in its simplest form, is calculating your costs and adding a markup to create your desired profit margin. 
Interestingly, in 2018, just 7% of all firms surveyed by FA Insight utilize cost of delivery as the primary factor when 
determining how to price their services. While the task can seem daunting, a simple approach can be taken to assess 
how firm costs impact price. 

Understand the Effort and Cost to Serve Different Types of Clients
Some clients will require a high-touch, labor-intensive level of service. Other relationships may be somewhat inactive in 
nature and require only occasional assistance. As a result, the cost basis for delivering to different types of clients can vary 
significantly. Before determining an appropriate pricing schedule, you will need to understand your profitability per 
client. This understanding will enable you to calculate the appropriate pricing levels to achieve the desired operating profit.

Begin with Basic Client Segmentation
A basic segmentation exercise can assist you with gaining a better understanding of the complexity of your client 
relationships and the time spent to serve them. Figure 7 includes a simple way to consider the segmentation of clients or 
households according to general levels of effort required to serve. 

Figure 7
Basic Segmentation Example—Levels of Effort to Serve by Client Type

Client Type Client Description Effort to Serve

A High-complexity needs

Approximately $5 million or more AUM

High—Twice the effort of a B Client 

B Medium-complexity needs

Approximately $1 million–$5 million AUM

Medium—Average effort to serve 

C Low complexity

Less than $1 million AUM

Low—One-third of the effort of a B Client 

To help determine the cost of serving these different types of clients, the example client types described in Figure 7 are 
further expanded ahead. 

Confirm Direct Expenses—Compensation Paid to Revenue Roles
When determining cost to serve, both direct and operating expenses must be considered. FA Insight defines direct 
expenses as all expenses related to revenue-generating roles such as salaries, bonus payments or performance incentives. 
Revenue roles include all individuals responsible for the delivery of advice to clients or business development activities. 
Based on total compensation for each revenue role (excludes profit distributions), determine the hourly rate for each 
revenue role and how many hours they contribute to servicing the typical B client. See example provided in Figure 8.
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Confirm Overhead Expenses—Non-Revenue Roles Compensation Only
Overhead expenses include general business expenses such as compensation to all non-revenue roles. When determining 
the cost of delivering to clients, consider your compensation expenses related to non-revenue roles. FA Insight defines 
compensation to non-revenue roles as all expenses related to non-revenue roles such as salaries, bonus payments or 
performance incentives. Non-revenue roles include all individuals who are not responsible for the delivery of advice to 
clients including management, technical specialists, support and administrative positions. Determine the hourly rate of 
each non-revenue position and how many hours they contribute to servicing the typical B client. See example provided 
in Figure 8.

Confirm All Other Overhead Expenses 
Lastly, consider all other overhead expenses such as retirement and insurance benefits, marketing, IT and office rent. 
Each of these business expenses will also need to be apportioned to client relationships. 

There are many ways to determine your cost basis for advice. Figure 8 and Figure 9 provide a simple framework to serve 
as a foundation for more detailed cost modeling. This example focuses on the cost of serving an existing B client that 
requires a medium or average level of effort to serve relative to other clients (Figure 7). A similar exercise would be 
required to determine the cost of A and C clients as well as new relationships.

Calculating Cost to Serve
In this example, calculating the total cost basis for a B client (average client) is determined as follows: 

Cost Basis = Total Labor Cost per Client + Average Overhead per Client

As a first step, calculate the labor costs associated with delivering to a B, or average, client.

Figure 8
Example of Apportioning Labor Costs—B Client (Average Effort to Serve)

Revenue Roles and Non-Revenue Roles: Compensation-Related Expenses

Role Hourly Rate
Hours Required to Serve  
Existing B Client Annually Labor Cost B Client

Lead Advisor $200 5 $1,000

Support Advisor $45 8 $225

Client Services Manager $25 3 $75

Total Labor Cost B Client $1,300
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Next, allocate overhead expenses per client. Estimate the proportion of overhead expenses required to serve new clients 
versus existing clients. In this example, 65% (or $260K) of firm overhead is allocated to serve existing clients. Using the 
total number of existing clients, the average overhead cost per client can be determined.

Figure 9
Example of Allocating Overhead Expenses—Existing B Client (Average Effort to Serve)

Overhead Expenses 
(Excludes Compensation for Non-Revenue Roles)

Total Overhead Expenses (excluding compensation for non-revenue roles) $400,000

Overhead Expenses Allocated to Serve New Clients5 (approx. 35% of firm overhead) $140,000

Overhead Expenses Allocated to Serve Existing Clients (approx. 65% of firm overhead) $260,000

Total Number of Existing Clients 150

Average Overhead (Non-Compensation) for Average Client (B Client) $1,733

Total Cost Base of Average Client (B Client) = Labor + Overhead $3,033

Figure 7 outlines the differences in effort to serve A, B and C clients. An A client would require double the effort of a B 
client, and a C client would require one-third the effort of a B client. These example multiples could be utilized to adjust 
cost by client type. In this example, a B client is considered an average client. 

Using the cost base of $3,033 in Figure 9, a target profit margin can be factored into the pricing model. As an 
example, if the firm targets a 25% operating profit, an existing B client would necessitate a minimum fee of $4,045 to 
support profitability. 

Client Type Effort to Serve Cost to Serve Minimum Fee

A High—Twice the effort of a B Client $6,066 $8,088

B Medium—Average effort to serve $3,033 $4,045

C Low—One-third of the effort of a B Client $1,011 $1,348

As additional background, in 2018 the typical firm operating profit margin was 20.9% and operating profit per client 
was $1,275. This number varies significantly by firm size, with the industry’s largest firms, the Pacesetters, achieving 
$3,303 in operating profit per client, which reflects the impact of economies of scale. 

5 In addition to understanding the effort required to serve existing clients, consider how much effort the firm expends in developing new relationships. The effort required to 
induct a new client may be much greater than the maintenance of an existing relationship. Be sure to consider the number of new clients your firm acquires each year and the 
relative effort to onboard a new client.
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Pricing Your Value 

Value-based pricing extends pricing methodology beyond the cost-plus-
profit model described above. Value-based pricing compensates a firm for 
the value delivered through the advice relationship. For many firms, the 
value delivered to the client may be well beyond the level of fees paid 
under the cost-plus-profit model. As an example, consider the financial 
impact that can be achieved for a client through the following advice:

• Tax savings achieved following the restructuring of a client’s assets

• Interest saved after restructuring of client debt

• Lower investment fees following the implementation of a new 
investment portfolio 

A value-based fee could take the form of a flat dollar fee, or a broader 
asset-based fee could be used to enable the firm to be compensated for the 
broader advice delivered to a client beyond asset management. 

Strengthen Your Value Story
Before implementing your pricing change, you will want to be confident 
in communicating your value, including supporting facts and prepared 
talking points for anticipated resistance.

“Price is what you pay. 
Value is what you get.”

—Warren Buffett

Chairman and CEO of 
Berkshire Hathaway

Crafting a Compelling Value Proposition

For additional support in developing your unique client value 
proposition or value story, visit the TD Ameritrade Instituional 
Education Center on Veo One.

Once you have identified the ideal pricing structure for your firm, 
appropriate pricing levels and revised, if necessary, your value 
proposition, you can begin implementation of a pricing change with your 
clients and prospects. 
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Implementing a change to pricing levels can be stressful. It is understandable that 
advisors may be concerned with how clients will respond to a price increase, and it 
is reasonable to expect a few difficult conversations. However, with a clearly defined 
value proposition and a comprehensive plan, you can implement a pricing change  
in an efficient manner that minimizes disruption and provides for a smooth transition.

Myth: Raising Prices Puts Client Relationships at Risk

In another powerful finding from the analysis of our survey data, firms that increased price showed no tendency to lose 
clients at a greater rate than others (Figure 10). For these firms, client retention was a healthy 97.6% in 2018, nearly 
identical to the 97.5% achieved by firms that did not increase their price. Lack of a discernible retention difference fails to 
support the belief that increasing prices leads to client loss. 

Firms that raised prices during the last two years also achieved stronger client growth, demonstrating that their new 
pricing model did not detract from their ability to bring on new clients. 

Implementing a Pricing Change

Figure 10
Firms That Increased Price Maintained Strong Client Retention 

No Change in Pricing Increased Pricing Within Previous Two Years

Client Retention 97.5% 97.6%

Client Growth 7.8% 8.6%

This ability to increase fees and simultaneously ensure high rates of client growth and retention is, however, influenced by 
each firm’s ability to demonstrate value through the advice relationship. 
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Identify and Prioritize Clients for a Pricing Change

You will first need to determine who will be affected by the pricing change. According to previous Growth by Design 
studies, advisory firms are much more likely to implement pricing changes for new clients only. Others will change 
pricing for clients within a particular segment, or they will make pricing changes for a combination of both clients and 
prospects. For many firms, the decision of which clients to target first will depend on their level of confidence in 
discussing a pricing increase. 

Implementing a price change with new clients only is clearly a lower-risk strategy, but there are trade-offs. Firms cannot 
expect to see an immediate impact on revenue growth or profitability with this approach. While this is the slowest path to 
implementation and influencing firm financial performance, it may be a great way to start, providing valuable practice in 
discussing the pricing model with clients. 

Implementing the new pricing structure across all existing clients is likely to have the most immediate impact on firm 
financial performance and, in turn, firm value. Understandably, not all firms will be comfortable with this level of change—
at least, not all at once. 

As a middle ground and perhaps as an interim step, firms may prefer to implement their new pricing model with a select 
group of existing clients. With this approach, firms can first identify those clients who may be most receptive to a change 
in price. Additionally, low-profit clients may be moved to the new structure as a matter of priority. This approach provides 
an opportunity for advisors to become practiced at explaining the new pricing model and handling client objections before 
moving other existing clients to the new pricing model. 

When implementing a pricing increase with existing clients, the advisor must give the client advance notice of the change. 
How much advance notice is required will likely be dictated by the terms of the advisory contract with each client, though 
providing advance notice of at least a one billing cycle is customary. The advisor must also consider whether a new 
agreement, or written acknowledgement of the change, is required from the client in writing. This, too, will be determined 
by the client’s current contract. 

Who Will Be Impacted?

Existing Clients New Clients Only Specific Client 
Segment
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Assess Client Profitability to Develop Transition Timeline
Most firms will identify with the experience that the revenue generated from some clients subsidizes other clients. Low-
profitability clients should be identified to help firms prioritize which clients should be moved to the new pricing structure. 

A detailed client-by-client profitability analysis may prove too time-consuming and complicated for many firms. As a 
minimum, some simple analysis is suggested to help firms set precedence for the implementation of a new pricing 
structure. 

An exercise, such as the example in Figure 11, provides a guide for identifying those clients who may need to be prioritized 
for transition to the new pricing model in order to best support future profitability. 

Figure 11
Example—Identifying and Planning Priority Pricing Changes 

Basic Considerations
Number of 

Clients 
Ideal Time Frame for Transition 

to New Pricing Model

Identify clients whose advice needs have grown over time and where additional 
advice and service are now being delivered under an old pricing structure.

Example: The firm might be delivering new financial planning services to 
select long-term clients at no additional cost.

40 Within 6 months

Identify legacy clients who may be paying significantly less due to longstanding 
outdated arrangements. 

Example: The firm may have acquired a book of clients in the past who were 
not effectively integrated into the business at the time and where fees are 
well below the new pricing structure.

50 Within 12 months

Identify highly demanding, high-touch clients who have requested more support 
from the firm than what was anticipated when the clients were inducted. 

Example: Clients who frequently call the firm requiring assistance or 
who request more regular in-person review meetings than was originally 
anticipated.

5 Within 6 months

This simple assessment can be used to identify the first round of pricing changes to be implemented. In this example, the 
firm seeks to implement the new pricing structure with these priority clients within a six- to 12-month period. At the same 
time, the new structure could be implemented with all new clients. As an example, the firm may target two years for the 
transition of all other existing clients to the new pricing structure. This type of approach will also help firms to set realistic 
revenue growth targets related to the pricing increase and track revenue increases during the implementation period. 
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Managing the Implementation of a Pricing Change

Like most significant business changes, planning is core to success. An implementation plan, including proposed timing 
and a schedule for communicating the new pricing model with clients, can help each advisor in the business stay on track. 
To assist firms in managing the implementation of a pricing change, a brief reference checklist is provided in Figure 12. 
Some of the more complex steps within this checklist are explored in more detail ahead. 

Figure 12
Pricing Implementation Checklist 

 Confirm current levels of client profitability (Figure 11).

 Prioritize clients for transition to the new pricing model to best support future profitability (Figure 11).

 Meet with staff to explain the what/why/when/how of the pricing change.

 Consult your compliance team to ensure full compliance with all regulations related to the disclosure of the firm’s  
 pricing model.

 Determine the means for communicating the change with clients—e.g., next client review meeting, email or phone call. 

 Prepare your client billing system for the implementation of pricing changes.

 Update all marketing materials to reflect both your value story and your new pricing model.

 Prepare a new client pricing agreement for use at review meetings as well as distribution via email and mail.

 Prepare for client objections. Ensure all advisors are comfortable with the positioning of the firm’s value story and pricing  
 model before meeting with clients. 

 Begin implementation with clients.

Communicating a Pricing Change

Once priority pricing changes and the time frame for implementation have been determined, consider the most appropriate 
means of communicating the pricing change with clients. 

An emphasis on in-person communication is suggested for active relationships that are of significant value to the firm 
where retention is necessary. The next client review meeting will likely be the best opportunity to discuss pricing changes 
with active clients. For less active clients, communicating via phone or email may be more appropriate. In some cases, the 
use of a “negative consent” letter for inactive clients may be most suitable, assuming, as mentioned above, appropriate 
negative-consent provisions exist within the advisory contract. 
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Before implementation, ensure that all client-facing staff members are comfortable with the terms of the new pricing 
strategy. In addition, all advisors at your firm will need to be able to describe the new pricing changes and handle 
objections. Advisors may benefit from role playing these objections to ensure comfort in articulating responses in client 
meetings. This may be especially valuable for associate advisors. 

What If Clients Refuse a Price Increase?
There may be some clients who refuse to accept an increase in their fees. In these isolated cases, clients may be required 
to move to a lower service package more in line with their fee structure. Alternatively, while not necessarily ideal, a 
transition to the higher fee might be implemented over a two-year period to help ease the impact on the client. Failing 
either of these options, the firm might be best served in referring the client to a lower-cost provider that may be better 
placed to serve them. 

Figure 13
Example—Identifying and Planning Priority Pricing Changes 

Example Objection Example Response 

Why am I paying two fees now instead of one? Our new pricing structure more accurately reflects the services 
we provide to you. We have lowered our percentage fee on 
assets under management to offset the new annual fee, which 
includes payment for our additional services beyond investment 
management. These services include financial plans, tax 
document preparation and insurance coverage reviews.

My portfolio has not performed as I had expected, so why are 
you charging me a higher fee?

As your financial advisors, our advice to you extends well beyond 
the management of your investment portfolio. Our cash flow 
management advice, college savings plan and debt management 
plan are central to your wealth accumulation strategy and 
financial success. Our new fees better reflect all that we do to 
support your financial success.

I could use robo advice for much less than you are charging to 
manage my investments. Why should I stay with your firm?

Our role is to advise you and help you make the best decisions on 
a range of financial matters that will impact your future wealth. 
Our clients don’t have simplistic financial lives. They have 
cash flow needs, tax concerns, family trusts, estate planning 
challenges, etc. Robo advice is less expensive because it simply 
can’t serve all of your financial advice needs.

Why are you requiring a minimum fee? We have spent the last few years reinvesting in the business on 
technology and additional staff. Our goals are to offer you the 
most current tools (e.g., new client portal) and the highest level of 
service as we continue to grow. We have made the determination 
that this minimum fee accurately reflects our services and 
continued reinvestments.

Handling Client Objections
In all likelihood, not all clients will be amenable to an increase in price. Some will challenge the increase and will want to 
better understand what has changed to justify the increase. The solution for tough pricing discussions is to be prepared. 
Most advisors will know in advance which clients are likely to object to an increase. They probably also have a good sense 
for what type of objections will be raised. To prepare, create a list of anticipated client objections, and plan example 
responses that all advisors in the firm can draw upon during client meetings (Figure 13). 
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Actively managing your pricing creates an opportunity to better align services and 
fees to more accurately reflect the value you deliver to your clients. A significant 
80% of firms deliver advice beyond investment management under a purely asset-
based pricing model. For many firms, a pure asset-based pricing model may be 
limiting control over operating profit margins. A well-conceived pricing structure 
will work to support a firm in ensuring profitability under a range of market 
conditions. It is too soon to confirm a decline in pricing power, but individual firms 
are encouraged to take a fresh look at their pricing practices.

Consider Your Firm’s Performance and Client Preferences
Over recent years, advisory firm performance has delivered healthy client growth rates combined with solid revenue 
growth and reasonable profit margins. Despite the margins achieved, a few factors are combining to put pricing 
power back on the watchlist. Fewer firms are intending to increase fees in the coming two years, with 84% of firms 
intending to hold fees constant during this period. Median revenue collected per dollar of AUM for the typical firm 
was 81 bps in 2018. This is much lower than we might expect with firms reporting that their median fee for $1,000,0000 
portfolios is 100 bps. The decline in use of minimum fees is also notable. 

With Regulation Best Interest on the horizon, it has opened important industry debate on serving clients’ best interests 
above all else. Consumers of advice may ultimately drive greater pricing transparency and more precise and clear 
explanation of fees paid. Younger generations of clients may be less receptive to ongoing asset-based fees and instead 
seek episodic advice in areas more in line with their lifestyle needs. 

The evolution of robo advice is expected to continue, with the offerings striving to be capable of replicating the 
experience of dealing with an advisor. Without question, advisory firms have important work to do to protect client 
relationships. Enhancing client value delivery through exceptional service, building deeper and broader expertise, and 
delivering client education and support through critical financial decision-making will all be important differentiators. 
Distinguishing your firm by demonstrating value will only support the ability to compete. 

Pricing Structure, Pricing Level and Implementation
Determining the right amount to charge will support the achievement of firm profitability and reward for the value 
delivered through the advice relationship. A “cost plus profit” model can be simple to develop and enable a firm to build 
in the value of the advice provided when determining how much to charge. 

Similarly, a firm’s pricing structure should support profitability by complementing and aligning with the services 
delivered. How you get paid—i.e., your pricing structure—should reinforce how you deliver value to clients. Revisiting 
the services offered can provide great insight into the ideal pricing structure for your firm. 

Finally, planning is key to supporting the implementation of a new pricing model. The development of a pricing 
transition plan for clients is suggested to help your firm more rapidly realize improved revenue and profitability. With the 
aid of a well-defined value proposition and a plan for handling objections, transitioning clients to a new pricing model 
can be achieved with minimal impact.

Summary 
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Appendix A: Resources

TD Ameritrade Institutional Benchmarking Services provides advisors with critical 
context to better manage their firms. Study reports and related tools offer advisors 
insights into trends, challenges and opportunities impacting advisory firms today. 
Research findings are translated into actionable insight so that advisory firms can 
learn how their firms are performing and where attention is needed for improvement. 
Key content areas include business benchmarking data, industry trends analysis 
and business-building guidance that is specific to a firm’s development stage. The 
annual FA Insight study is TD Ameritrade Institutional’s flagship offering.

The FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms is one of the largest industrywide studies of its kind. Since its inception in 2009, 
the study has steadfastly focused on providing advisors with objective and actionable information. These comprehensive 
reports contain a robust analysis of industry trends, examination of development stages and identification of best 
practices among Standout firms. Benchmarking data include income statement tables, operating ratios, growth rates 
and (in alternating years) compensation information for over 30 typical advisory firm roles. While about 40% of the 
topical coverage remains the same from year to year, remaining content alternates yearly across two primary study 
themes, Growth by Design and People and Pay.

Growth by Design
A big difference exists between simply growing and growing 
well. Mastering sustainable growth requires growth by 
design, where purposeful growth takes precedence over 
growth at any cost. Growth by Design aims to guide firm 
owners, whether it is in terms of how to achieve growth, how 
to manage it or how to sustain it. 

Topics covered include:

• Growth Trends

• Client Experience

• Operational Efficiency 

• Technology

• Pricing

• Business Development 

People and Pay
Firms often overlook the specific activities that must take 
place to achieve a firm’s overarching business goals. A prime 
example is people practices, where putting the right people 
in place and incenting them to work in alignment with the 
firm’s vision are vital stepping-stones for implementing any 
firm’s growth strategy. People and Pay offers insight into the 
best practices related to organizing, motivating, developing 
and retaining people. 

Topics covered include:

• Compensation 

• Productivity

• Organizational Design

• Scarcity of Talent

• Succession Planning
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In developing this white paper, FA Insight utilized special tabulations of its 
advisory firm survey database, covering advisory firm performance and operating 
characteristics from 2008 to 2017. Advisory firm data referenced in the report was 
sourced from the last 11 FA Insight studies—The 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017 and 
2019 FA Insight Studies of Advisory Firms: People and Pay and The 2010, 2012, 2014, 
2016 and 2018 FA Insight Studies of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design.

Each of these studies garnered detailed financial, operating and staffing characteristics from over 1,000 advisory firms. 
The survey respondents included a wide range of firm sizes. Respondents tended to be solely independent RIAs with 
regard to affiliation. 

To produce case studies and to yield other direct advisory firm examples and references, TD Ameritrade Institutional 
conducted a series of interviews with RIA executives who are successfully managing their pricing strategy to support 
growth and profitability.
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About the Authors 
At TD Ameritrade Institutional, we never forget that it’s your business. We are 
here to support you in making it thrive. When you work with us, you will get the 
dedicated commitment of our people, access to a range of resources and a strategic 
relationship—all designed to increase your potential and help you achieve your 
business vision.

Our offering is part of what differentiates us. We deliver smart operational solutions, innovative technology, customized 
practice management and flexible investment solutions, all with one goal in mind—impeccable service. We share your 
belief that being a fiduciary is one of the best ways to serve your clients. As steadfast advocates for independent 
advisors, we continually speak out to ensure that your needs and the needs of investors are always considered within 
the regulatory environment. We consistently place your needs at the foundation of our business decisions. You can 
count on TD Ameritrade Institutional to put you first so you can do the same for your clients. When you choose to work 
with us, you’ll see how deeply we are committed to your success. 
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This material is designed for a financial professional audience, primarily Registered Investment Advisors.

This brochure is published by TD Ameritrade Institutional for informational purposes only and is intended to provide a general overview about the topics covered and to 
help you identify opportunities in your practice and important issues you may wish to consider in developing a strategy. This should not be construed as legal, tax, 
compliance or professional advice. While TD Ameritrade Institutional hopes that you find this information educational and thought-provoking, you need to determine 
whether the information is appropriate and applicable to you and your firm.

TD Ameritrade Institutional disclaims any loss or liability that is incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, from the use or application of this publication. You should 
consult with attorneys or compliance experts that understand your particular circumstances before utilizing any of the ideas presented here in your practice.

FA Insight is a product of TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. FA Insight, TD Ameritrade Institutional and TD Ameritrade Inc. 
are trademarks owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Banks. © 2019 TD Ameritrade.
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